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The Bloodmobile • IS C -, .omlng. 
Tuesday, October 4th, is Boyden Hall. "oOOOCU:hOC:U=ooo=~oO="=COClCCOOCOOCCCOClCO=OOOOCQOCOC>CCCIcocoocCCOO~OOOO4 
Bloodmobile Day at Bridgewater Remember, if you or any member 
State College. Last year, 296 pints of of your immediate family is ever in 
blood were donated. It will not be need of blood, the service will be 
easy to top that record, but this provided by the Red Cross at NO 
year's goal is set at 300 pints. CHARGE, if you notify the Office of 
As an added incentive, a Student Life which adminisurs the 
twentyfive dollar cash donation will Bridgewater State College Blood 
be given to the Class with the largest Bank Program. 
umber of donors. So, help to boost The Bloodmobile Unit will be in 
your class treasury and save a life at the . Student Union Ballroom on 
the same time. . Tuesday from 10:00 am to 3:45 pm. 
While walk-in donors will always If you are in good health, weigh at 
be welcomed, students and faculty leas1 110 pounds, and are 17 years of 
are urged to make appointments at age (or have a signed parental 
the Bloodmobile Registration Table release), you are eligible to don~te. 
in the Student Union Cafeteria, or So, roll up your sleeve, and Join 
through the Office' of Student life, and The Bloodline! 
Career 
Workshop 
Linda is a bright young woman, 
thirty-two years old, who carne to 
me very dissatisfied with her job as a 
public relations a for a 
a rw~o-vea!r 
salary of less than $600.00 a month 
was hardly enough to supportthem 
both. Althou-gh she had completed 
two years of college before getting 
married, she had not considered 
getting more education to upgrade 
her employment. Linda told me she 
enjoyed decorating her apartment, 
wfiting ,poetry I • playing the 
piano, and making macrame wall 
hangings. When I qsked her if she 
had ever thought of working in an 
area where she could express some 
of her creative interests she gave me 
a blank . look. Later she told me it 
had never occured to her that a 
l 
person might actually look for work 
that was enjoyable. She had always 
thought of work as "earning a livingH 
and not as a possible means of self-
satisfaction as welL 
After a few weeks in a career 
planning workshop, Linda decided 
to g to college and eventually. earn 
her license to be an' interior 
decorator. She is now happily 
workingindipendently as a 
. decoratQr, and earning more 
money. Linda is an example of a 
career changer and' of a woman 
whose attituides about work 
directly affected her motivation for 
furthering her education. S~e is the 
prime wage-earner in her household 
and she has worked. continuously 
since leaving school. 
All stories for women ,apd the 
. world of work do not end so 
happily. After several years of 
career counselling, I have com 
to the· conviction' that women who 
return to school need to consider 
their career choice more seriously 
today than they did twenty years 
ago. Ninety per cent of all women 
work at some time in their lives. 
Work, after college, can no longer 
be considered a "stop-gap" affair 
until marriage or children come 
along. 
Educators and career counselors 
agree that women should not purse 
college de?rees without considering 
Interests, . consistent the 
current state of the economy and 
job market. 'Women should 
consider all the options open to 
them. 
Mr. Richard Huffines,a campus 
career counselor for several years, 
will meet with interested women 
students about some of the crucial 
factors to take into consideration 
. when making job decisions after 
college. 
, The meeting .will be held in the 
Women's Center, acrosa from the 
Rathskeller, Tuesday, October 11th, 
at II a.m. It is open to all students but 




Exams.· . , 
~riilcetori, New J~rsey, 
September 5. Students completing 
teacher preparation programs and 
advanced . degree.· candidates in 
speciflc fields may take the National 
Teacher Examinations on any of 
three different· test dates in 1977-
1978. Educational Testing Service, 
the nonpI;ofit, educational 
organization that admihisters this 
testing program, said today that the 
tests will be given November 12, 
1977, February 18, 1978, and July 
15,1978, at nearly 400 locations 
throughout the United$tates. . 
Results of the National Teacher 
Examinations are considered by 
many large school districts-as one of 
several factors in the selection of 
. new teachers aDd used by several 
states for the teachers credentials 
or licensing of advanced candidates. 
Some colleges require all seniors 
preparing to teach. to take· the 
examinations. 
On each full day of testing, 
registrants may take the Common 
EXaminations. whi!:::h measure their. 
I WOVLDJJ~T N 






[Ed. Note: This is the second in a 
sel; ...... of articles concerning the 
various functions of· Office of 
St;udent Life.] 
·1 
OYI Elaine Light 
Located on the first floor of 
Boyden Hall . is the: Counselling 
Center, staffe<l by Dr .. Daniel 
Diethelm, a Counselling Psycholo-
gist. 
students come to him of their own . is confidentiality. "No one has ever 
decision. They have the option to attempted to get any information 
stay or leave wheneverthey choose. about whom I'm seeing. The faculty, 
ne notes thatlhere is often a stigma . and everyone respects confidential-
attached to being told ,yoU have to . ity, " says Diethelm. Perhaps even 
go to counselling. The people he more important is Dr. Diethelm's 
sees go to' him, ready, to work on enthusiasm for his work, because he. 
their problems. looks forward to arriving in the 
Diethelm is almost always busy morning. He believes in what he 
and there is 'often a waiting list. ·do.es; he· believes that counselling 
However, he hays that anyone who works; and he '. believes that good 
is persistant does get a time to see things stem from it. 
Dr. Diethelm spends mdstof his 
time with individual counselling and 
sees this as his main concern .. He 
sees any problem a student may 
have as appropriate for counselling. 
Anything that is important to a 
student, . anything causing a 
struggle1 depression, or anxiety, can 
be helped through cou!1selIing .. 
him, and he sees as -many students Dr. Diethelm is also involved with 
as possible. Dr. Diethelm says the the Above Average Age ·Students 
. waiting list shows the need for this and helping them with their special 
type of service on campus. He feels needs. He says the Office of Student 
. there is enough work for at least one Life, in general, is concerned with 
other person, but points out that serving the special needs of any 
before he came to Bridgewater five group. 
Dr. Diethelm feels he is working 
under ideal conditions. The 
professiomil preparation and 
general educational background, 
and/or an Area Examination that. 
measures . their mastery of the 
subject they expect to teach. 
Prospective ,registrants should 
contact-4-the school system in which 
they seek employment, their 
years ago, there weren't any fulJ- For anyone interested, Dr. 
time counsellors. Diethelm can be reached by calling 
An important I"Jactor in the extension 226, or by dropping by the 
success of his counselling sessions Office of Student Life. 
colleges;or appropriate educational 
association for advice about which 
examinations to take and when to 
take them. 
The Bulletin of Information for 
Candidates contains a list of test 
centers and general. information 
about the examinations, as well as a . 
registration form. Copies' may be 
obtained from college placement 
officer~, school person_nel' 
departments, or directly from 
National Teacher Examinations, 
Box 911, Educational Testinq 
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Editorials 
"Roll up your sleeve!" You may be hearing that a lot within the next few 
days - we hope! . 
On October 4th from 10 to 3:45 p.m., the Red Cross Bloodmobile will 
be in the Student Union Ballroom looking for donors to give blood. The 
giving of a pint of blood is one of the most honorable and noble things that 
a person can do. Without blood donors, the Red Cross' effectiveness 
would be limited in a very serious way. 
As is well known, the gift of blood is a gift of life. Whose life? Well, you 
may not even know to whom your blood is given, but think of this: it 
could be your life that's on the line, and a donor from your blood type 
could mean the difference between life and death. 
As if these ;easons aren't enough to encourage and support the 
donation of blood, the Office of Student Life is offering $25.00 to the 
Class who donates the greatest amount of blood. It's a nice incentive. 
While helping your class to possibly become the winners of this inter-
class competition, you11 also be donating a valuable service to the 
community. Think about it! . 
But there's more to gain from giving blood than what's already been 
mentioned. When you donate a pint of blood, this enables you, and all 
members of your immediate family, to be the receivers of free blood 
when, and if, it's necessary. That's not a bad fringe benefit for something 
that takes only a short time out of your schedule and doesn't cost 
anything. ... 
So before it slips your.rnind, take a walk over to the Office of Student 
Life in Boyden HaU, and set up an appointment to become a donor. You11 
be glad you did. If that's not convenient, the Red Cross volunteers will be 
more than happy to see you Tuesday, with or without an appointment. If 
you wou1d like to help out in some other way than donating· blood, 
volunteers are needed and welcomed - just give your name to Dean 
Martha Jones in Boyden Hall. 
Remember, it's for your class, it's for your community, it's for you, so . 
_ . flolt t,1p yeur sleeve! 
JSA 
.: " . ~ .. - , 
Letters 
"Student Life" O.K.! 
To the College Community 
In response to the articles in last 
week's COMMENT concerning the 
Office of Student Life, I decided that 
in order to show my appreciation to 
my friends Greg Hall, Miss Maureen 
Fitzgerald, Dean Deep, and Dean 
Jones, the least I could do would be 
to write this short note. In dealing 
with all four of thes~ peoPle, it has 
been my pleas~re to realize Jhat 
they take their jobs seriously and 
have taken an interest in my 
personal welfare. More important 
than this is the fact that they have 
and will take the same interest in 
. every student who seeks their help, 
as I did. They survive the everyday 
perils oftheir jobs with a good sense 
of humor and consistent good 
nat)lre, and as much as I go in: to 
visit, .they never cease to amaze. me, 
,as they have yet to get sick of me. If 
something.is troubling you about 
your roo01. roommate, a job,or . 




Bridgewater, then do yourself a 
favor and make a visit to the Office 
of Student Ufe. They consider ita 
privelege to serve you and will do as 
much as they possibly can. Don't be 
afraid to stop in because as far as I'm 
concerned, these peop\eare .. a 
pleasure to deal with and a credit td . 
Bridgewater. $tate . College. 1 think 
you will a$reei' . .... .~..... .. 
Micha~tJoi Lehanel' 
Class of 1978 
Convocation 
Letter to Editor 
We would like to express our 
appreciation to all thosewho helped 
with making the Convocation party 
the succes~s it was. 
We welcome all suggestions. for 
any.futUre events. 
OFFICERS. of 
CLASS of 78 
: • ' '. ~ : • ". _, r 
have checkedWith the college, but it 
has hot been turned in. If someone is 
""earing thissweat{ v I would 
appreciate· it being turned in to the 
Student Life Office. This was a white 
Irish sweater, a Christmas gift, andit 





Any student who has not picked 
up a copy of the 1977·1978 Student 
Handbook, "Exploring", may do so 
in the Officebf Student Life. /"'------
It's time for a change. Take a 
course in something you really want 
to take a course· in! This fall. the 
Education Services Subcommittee 
:jf the Student Union Program 
Committee is offering· a series of 
mini-courses. The courses will last 
from four to eight weeks, .one Lynne Borski, Steve Gray and 
. afternoonQr evening each week. Colleen McGuire are coordinating 
Qualified instructors teach the campus tours for prospective 
courses at minimal cost to the students during the fall. semester. 
'student.· • This semester's mini- Other students who may desire to 
course selection includes assist them at high .school College 
embroidery, Christams crafts, Days are urged to see Dean Martha 
slimnastics, Weight analysis, Jones., 
beginner and intermediate . yoga, _ . _____ .. 
and more! Check out. the flyers to A "Cheese and Cheer" ieception 
see which course or courses you will be held for aU International 
want to take and come down to the Students on Thursday, September 
Information booth to register. Don't 29th in the Student Union Formal 
delay! Class space is limited! I; . " Dinin'g Room.' : 
'e, " ~: f: c. , :"L",' u ;: r • r ; 
(,.r.>e ~r-d.. "tha..-t ~t. S&~ IS a,,'Yli'nj a.,i" t~~ Ra;t-
f(0400 OYi. T~s~ b~for& ~ m€E...+~., • __ 
; .... 
)1 ~ook if ~OIJ\II bv,-/ 1!1~ "'rEX l R.oON:J 1 
I'L L . PASS III~­
/V1;r;o ~ .- /1' 
Overseas Teachers Meeting 
A' meeting on "College Programs 
Overseas" will take place in the 
Library Conference Room on 
Thursday,October 6, at 11:00 a.m, 
The of attention '»,ill. be, 
atioti 
of the Massachusetts State College 
System, and Dr. Robert 
Freyermuth, available to discuss 
future opportunities with you, 
including possible study abroad . 
If you desire any other advance 
The Carpenter 
Shop 
Two years ago,· a new c1ubwas 
forJl1ed called THE CARPENTER'S 
SHOP. Takingits.namefrom the 
carpEmter,Je$us of. Nazareth,. the 
group:has been getting together to 
share and·. celebrate a common 
Faith in Jesus .Christ as personal 
Lord arid . Saviour. Meeting on 
Tuesdays at 11:00 AM in SUI, and 
on Thrusdays at 11:00· AM in SU 
Green Room~the group has· been 
steadily growing in size and 
enthusiasm. 
All BSC students, faculty· ~nd 
administration members' at~ 
welcome to join as. 'we. praise ~he 
Lord· and pray with' and ·fOf eacn 
other. THE CARPENTER'S SHOP 
is neither Catholic or Protestant, 
but is inter-denominatiomll in 
nature. We encourage anyone who 
has or is seeking a personal 
relationship with God through 





The Astronomy Department .. of 
Boston UniVersity will hold.a series 
of "Open Nights" at the University's 
observatory every Wednesday., 
from 8 to 9p.m. Participants can 
explore. our galaxy through the 
observatory's telescopes atop 725 
Commonwealth Avenue in Boston. 
Agmission is free and open to the 
public. For more information 
, Gontac:t thei\stronomy Departrnent 
~~,?5~-.26~~" J , ' : i < J,' 
information, contaCt Dr. Walter 
Adamson. Bridgewater State 
College's .. International Education 
fepresentative, at the Political 
Science . the 
Tillinghast· Hall. 
Other displays at the Art Gallery 
will include: Michael James - fabric 
geometry pieced quilts - Oct. 11-
Nov. 3; Vince DiMattia & Edward 
Jankowski" - Two-man show: 
painting, print, drawing anq 
SCUlpture, Nov. 5-0ec. 2; The 
Etched Surface: group show, Dec. 
5·0ec. 22; Hale - acrylic 
objects J. 
and paintings, Mar. 27-Apr.21: 
Bridgewater State College Art 
Faculty - annual exhibition, Apr. 24· 
May 12; and Bridgewater State 
College Students - annual 
exhibition, Mav 15-May 23. 
m:be . «ommen t 
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An Irish Priest? A Sage? "Dammit" 
Where on\Campus can you find a 
large brick building that contains an 
Irish priest, a "present day sage", 
useful facilities, and a Golden 
Retriever? The only place fitting this 
description of course, is the 
Catholic center. 
permanent on May 31st, exactly 16 
years to the date after his ordination 
into the priesthood. 
An enthusiastic sports fan and a 
former basketball player in Boston 
College in his college days, Fr. Joe 
can- often be found on the sidelines 
at a. football game. His enthusiasm 
for sports 'is carried over into an' 
enthusiasm for life which is evident 
in his lively sermons. He enjoys 
listening to 50ft rock IiI:,,: Neil 
The building, located on Park 
Avenue, is hardly a cold brick 
structure. It's a warm and inviting 
place where friends are made, good 
times are had, and Christian 
renewal takes place. Everyone is 
always welcome. 
. Diamond and Carly SiF.Jn. 
The chapel's colonial architecture 
is highlighted by a stained-glass 
window that brings, color and 
warmth to the ~uilding. It 
accomodates over 300 students and 
has a large marble altar and a 
spacious sanctuary. 
Originally from r ..lmbridge, Ma., 
. he brought 11 years experience in 
campus ministry with him when he 
'replaced Fr. Jack Hamrock. Fr. 
. "Mac" served at Syracuse 
Universitg, N.Y.; Manhattan 
College in the Bronx; and at St. 
Clemmens Student Center in the 
back Bay area of Boston. Along with 
experience, he brought vitality. Besides the Chapel, the Center 
also has a library, two offices, 
meeting rooms, sleeping quarters, a 
kitchen, and a dining area. There is 
plenty of space for private and quiet 
study during mid-terms or finals 
when the library is buzzing or the 
dorms are screaming. These quiet 
places can be used any time . All 
these facilities are available for use 
by you, the student. For example, 
the Student Government 
Association(S.G.A.) used the 
ground floor of the Center for its 
semesterly Book Exchange. The 
kitchen and its facilities can be used 
to bake cakes or for cooking a 
special meal for friends. 
The '1rish priest" is Rev. Joseph P. McNamara. He is a member of 
the congregation of Oblates of Mary 
Immaculate. He was originally (although temporarily) positioned 
here at B.S.c. in January of this 
year. His position became 
[Ed note: This is the first in a, 
series of articles spotlighting 
members of the International 
.Students A~sociation.Regine 
Zwerger, an ISA member from 
Germany, is the series reporter.] 
by Regina Zwerger 
If you happen to talk to someone 
• on . campus with a "very strange 
accent", (maybe after the 'green 
room'), you probably have met one 
of the internatioinal students 
registered at Bridgewater State 
College this year.- These 30 
international students come from 18 
different countries and include sam 
American students who have 
studied a semester abroad. 
To g.e the r, . the y for m the 
'International Student Association, 
This organization, founded under 
the enthusiastic ideal of 
communication, is not limited in 
membership to the international 
students alson! 
In order to have some impact on 
College Life, we have organized 
ourselves and now present our 
officers: President: Claire Kasse, 
from Uganda; Vice President: July· 
Su from Taiwan; Secretary: Barbara 
Examples of this vitality have 
been shown in the nuerous activities 
he has held for B.S.C. students. 
Some of the past events are: a Pre-
vacation party complete with food, 
drink-"the beverage of moderation", 
and a band; an Open House with 
cheese, wine, salad, and a welcome 
to all old and new members of the 
campus; a summer Cook-out to 
bring people together to play 
volleyball, basketball and to 
generally have a good time; a spring 
marathon/cook-out; and those 
famous spaghetti suppers(which, by 
the way, are open to all members of 
the B.S.C. community}. 
'. Mass servicc:;:s' are offered -at 12 
noon, Monday through Friday; 
Saturday afternoons at 4:00(and 
5:00 when there's a football game); 
Sunday mornings at 9:00-which is a 
special Children's Liturgy-and 
10:45, and a special evening mass at 
7:00 p.m. He is always available for 
Treasurer: Bager from 
Uerwait. 
Besides' our more or less regular 
meetings and i!lternal activities, we 
are also- interested in YOU and in' 
order to simplify that part of 
communication, we will introduce 
ourselves by spotlighting one 
international student every week. If 
you are interested in contacting 
somebody from another culture, 
this will provide you with names and 
faces. 
Another way for us to get to know 
. you would be for you to attend our 
meetings which will be announced 
. '." "._ .• 1_- •.•.•. '.' ........ ~ .•.•.•. _ ...... _ ••.•.•..•••.•• , •• , _ 
counselling for anyone wishing to 
talk with him. He publishes a weekly 
bulletin, entitled CARA-which 
means friendship-that contains 
announcements and literature on. 
timely topics ranging from 
"Masculinity" to "Responsible 
Intimacy". 
Beginning in October, Father 
McNamara will offer courses on St. . 
-Mark's Gospel, Eastern Philosophy, (Transcendental Meditation), 
Catholic Belief and Practice, and 
Experience of God Workshop. 
Monday nights at 6:15, fhere is a 
prayer group and there are 
seminars on Marriage Prep. and 
Days of Retreat. 
There are several student-faculty 
. committees whiCh are open to aU 
students who wish to get involved 
with the Center. The committees 
are:Spiritual Life, Student Life, 
Educational Programs Community 
Relations, and a Financial 
Committee. To complement these 
committees there is a Board of 
Governors. These committees 
involve all aspects of student life on 
campus in relation to the Center. 
Tony Souza is another important 
part of the Center. He's been at the 
Center for 12 years and is the 
resident sage in addition to his 
responsibilities for the building. He 
is quickly acquiring the name of 
''Dr.'' Souza because of his all-
around wisdom and hum amity. To 
many , Tony could be named "Mr. 
Bridgewater", for he brings the 
common touch to the Center. 
Without him, the Center wouldn't 
be complete. 
"Mans' best friend" is also a 
resident of the Center. He is a 
Golden Retriever who answers to 
the name of "Dammit". Dammit was 
a gift to Fr. Joe from the Board of 
ents 
. by posters in the Student Union, as 
well as announcements in THE 
COMMENT. We really hope that 
you will not be satisfied by the mere 
fact of our existance but will take 
this opportunity to get involved with 
the ISA and the many international 
students on· campus. 
And this is Barbara Floersheimer: 
Barbara, the secretary of the ISA 
is not strictly considered an 
"international student" because she 
is an American citizen. She was 
born in America but attended 
school in Zunich, < Switzerland 
(American International High 
School) until she came back to 
America in 1970. After having been 
to Dean Junior College in Franklin, 
Barbara' transferred to BSC as a junior psychology major, in order to 
become a guidance secretary. 
Barbara speaks German, as well . 
. as the Swiss dialect, and has a basic 
·vocabulary in French,too. She has 
visited various European countries-
France, Spain, Italy, Monaco and 
England. 
Considering the fact that the 
most famous European ski resorts 
are located in Switzerland it is no 
wonder that Barbara's favorite 
sport is skiing. But she is also 
interested in art and music. 
. Barbara enjoys staying in a dorm, 
because "you have much more 
contact with the other students." 
As a major difference between 
her home country and America, 
Barbara mentions the "unaware· 
ness of many Americans about 
political events, a certain feeling of 
not being concerned," 
If anybody would like to convince 
her of having gotten a completely 
wrong attitude about that topic· 
call her at Pope Hall (room 138), but 
maybe you will identify'. her on 
. campus, too ... 
Governors last semesters. 
A letter that Fr. Jar received after 
a Sunday liturgy describes the 
Center as "a place among friends* 
where one can be one's self. There's 
a felling of unity among students in 
that Chapel on Sunday. The 
reason? People are there because 
they want to be there, and that 
makes all the difference in the world. 
FR. JOE ... stands in front of Center where he.has· been serving the Bridgewater Community for 9 months in various forms - from prayer to parties! 
Now that you have finished 
dropping and adding courses, it's 
time to look over your schedule and 
find a few hours to help someone 
else and yourself. Working in 
conjunction with the Brockton 
Voluntary Action Center, Dean 
Martha Jones has made contact 
with nearly 100 agencies, museums, 
schools, and hospitals who have 
p'ositions open for student 
volunteers. 
Miss Janet England, a junior 
Psychology Major, has been 
assisting in the effort to identify 
community needs in the 
Southeastern Massachusetts area 
which may be met through' student 
resources. 
An organizational·information 
meeting, co·sponsored by the Office 
Of Student Life and the SGA 
Career Exploration Center, will be 
held in the Student Union, Rooms 
206-7, on Tuesday, October 4 at 
llLOO a.m. Representatives from 
several agencies will be on hand to 
answer questions concerning 
volunteer activity and a number of 
students who have partiCipated in 
volunteer programs will share their 
experiences. 
A directory of volunteer service 
opportunities published by the 
Office of Student Life will be made 
available during the first week of 
Octo ber. Included will be 
descriptions of volunteer 
opportunities in communities from 
Hyannis to Boston· opportunities to 
take inner-city youngsters through a 
museum, to develop art projects for 
the elderly, to write brochures for 
agencies, to do surveys of services 
for juveniles, to take care of animals 





A new program is being Thistestmgispartotalong-range developed within the college for master plan to help all students those developmental skills which achieve maximum success in their 
are directly related to success in college career. The participation of 
college academic programs and to all freshmen is essential for the 
effective learning throughout life. success of the Developmental Skills During the weeks of October 3rd Program of the college. 
and October 10th the entire Freshmen are requested to check freshmen class, Class of 1981 will be the bulletin boards in the Student 
administered the Nelson-Denny Union, Great Hill Dormitory and Reading Test which will provide outside the Registrar's office for the helpful informationabout the exact time and date of their test. 
reading rate of the student as well as . The test will be administered on six 
about their vocabulary and occasions and a make·up time will 
comprehension. The results of this be scheduled for those who are testing should provide a data ?ase unable to meet on the assigned date. 
on which programs can be buM to, One hour has been allocated for 
meet student needs at all levels of each administration of the test. 
competency. If you have any questions, call Dr 
Haughey at e~t. 217 (mornin8S) . 
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FORUM 
With the commencement of classes at Bridgewater State College, we no 
have a new crop of freshmen who are about to embark on ~ new 
adventure in their Iives··attending college. With this in mind, I decided to 
interview some members of the class of 1981 in order to get a random 
·sampling of their views. The following are some of the answers to the 
question "'What is important for a freshman to do in order to succeed at 
Bridgewater State College?" 
JaneWaish-Fitchbllrg: I think freshmen should discipline themselves 
in their studies. They shouldn't hibernate and exclude themseluesfrom 
school social life. ' 
Stephanie Sardellis-Fitchbllrg: . . . to live in the dorm. (l Iiue off 
campus.) 
Mike Comiskey-Pepperell: 1 think heshouJd discipline himself in his 
studying atld partying. · 
Denise Doolan--Scituate: Get involved in meeting people. 
Erin KeDey-Rockland: I think they should become involved in 
activities and meeting people. Also, it's a must to find parties. 
Brendan Shea--Somerset: ... to party and transfer. 
Lisa Wilcyznski-Millbury: They shouldn't be afraid to meet 
everybody ane! haue a little fun. 
Leslie Kane--Lynn: 1 think it's important to make friends with 
upperclassmen so we can learn from them. 
Todd Whiting--Lexington: Don't have more than eleuen bf'ers at a 
time. 
Laurie Sinclair ... Lynn:' I think they should get involved.in the school 
and meet other people. -
Susan Shanahan·-Lynn: It's important to keep up with your grades 
and get involved in school activities. 
Mike vtass: To find a quiet place to study away from the Hill is a must. 
Joe Gorfinkle--Tewksbury: You should do the work assig"ed to you 
and keep up with your studies. . 
Eileen Hurley-Hllll: ~ue fun but don't jorget why vou're here. 
Debbie Smith: Don't overdo it, 
John Richards--Westboro: Listen to upperclassmen and know your 
limits. 
Andrea Stiller--Peabody: It's important to socialize but still get your 
studying done. 
Phil McCarthy,:,-Lynn:(I . think Phil summed up the BSC· spirit.) You· 
have to stick with your studies and don't drink more than a case of beer 
a week.·'· . 
FLYING ,·PIZZA' 
Test Dates 
---,GI?E-----Foreign S~rvice--Language and. Math 
Graduate Record Examinations: 
All seniors who have thoughts of 
entering graduate school within the 
next five years are urged to take the 
Graduate Record Examination at 
this time. Experience has shown 
that most people test best whole 
they are in the routine of college 
work and while much of the material 
covered by the Aptitude asnd 
Advanced Tests is particularly 
fresh. 
While the registration deadline 
has. passed iqr the October. 15th 
exainination;~ additional ·adrilinistra-
tion datres have been scheduled as 
follows: Examination dates are, 
December 10, 1977; January 14, 
1978; February 25, 1978; April 22, 
1978; June 10, 1978;. Registration 
deadlines for the previous exam 
. dates are: November 9, 1977; 
December 13, 1977; January 25, 
1978; March 22, 1978; May 10, 1978. 
The GRE will be administered 
here at Bridgewater on December, 
April, and Nay dates. 
In addition to the general 
Aptitude Test, students may elect to 
take Advanced Tests in Biology, 
Chemistry, Computer Science, 
Economics, Education, Engineer· 
ing, French Geography, Geology, 
German, History, Literature in 
English, Mathematics Music, 
Philosophy, Physics, Political 
Science, Psychology, Sociology and 
Spanish. 
Juniors are encouraged to take 
GRE'sduring the dpring semester, 
particularly if graduate school 
admission deadlines occur. during 
the faU setllester; or to get an early 
indication of score achievement 
,levels. 
Tb~,GRE mCiY be t~enl1lgre 
than once and poor scores may be 
cancelled from your record upon 
request. 
Additional information and 
applications may be obtained from 
Dean Martha Jones or Mrs. Janice 
Dorsey. 
The deadline for 
registering for the 
'Student Job List which 
will he compiled by the 
Office of Student .... Life 
an'd distributed to 
members of the faculty 
anC:l staff is 'Friday, 
September 30. Baby-
sitters, hartend~rs, 
house painters, tennis 
instructors,tutors,yard 
and house cleaners and . 
the like are urged. to 
join the Hst! 
Foreign Service Officer' 
Examination: 
Written examinations for Foreign 
Service Officers and Foreign 
Service Information Officers will be 
given on December 3 1977. The 
Department of State and the Unites 
Stateslnformation Agency are 
particularly interested in increasing 
the numbers of women and 
minorities serving in these 
capacities. 
The application deadline is 
October 21,1977. This examination 
is given only once each year. 
For information regarding the 
types of positions available in the 
Foreign Service, as well as details on 
the examination, please pick up a 
test announcement booklet in the 
Office of Student Life. 
Language and Mathematics 
Majors: 
The National Security Agency 
(NSA) has announced that the 1977 
Professional Qualification Test for 
Mathematics and Language Majors 
will be held on November 19, 197?/ 
This aptitude test is one of the 
tools used to select language and 
mathematics majors for careers 
with the NSA. 
, The test will be admi~istered at 
Boston University, Harvard 
University and Smith College. 
There is no test fee. 
For further information and test 
application, please go to the Office 
of Student Life . 
Commentary: 
by Doug Schorr . 
Although classes at Bridgewater State College have only been in 
session a couple of weeks, problems have already developed in the 
parking situation at the college. The Administration of the college and 
the campus police, who are both responsible for the orderly operation of 
student parking, have handled the whole problem very ineptly. " 
The problem sterns from the renovations and repairs that are 
currently in progress at the Great Hill Residence Halls. Much of the 
machinery and equipment is situated on the spot that was last year's "[)" 
section. parking· area. (This is the area where the freshmen and 
sophomores who reside at the Hill park.) As a result, the administration 
changed the new "O"'area to the space· situated· to the left of the 
basketb~llcourts. What they neg1e~tedt~ da~p ~e:p~",as to~~ke '.'h~~2~~~b}~tta~~~' coul~~~~t(ra1fOf the $lu3 _.~~.m,'. ~"ll1fu,";j·~", 
Any student who passes by the area can see how clever the students at 
the college are by observing the new and ingenious places that they have 
found for the parking their automobile, when actually there is no space 
for the vehicle. One night during this past week, I saw one car parked 
over the curb next to a tractor-trailer, two cars with "D" stickers parked, 
on a side road off-campus, one car parked with two wheels on the curb 
and two wheels on the pavement, ten cars parked over the curb and on a' 
steep hill, two cars that. were parked on the field to the far left of 
basketball court, and ten cars that were parked perpendicular to 
vehicles that were legally parked so· that no one could have gotten out of: 
their space, ' 
Unofficially, there are twenty-seven legal parking spaces in the "0'" 
area parkit;1g lot. When you total up the legal spaces with the ones that 
aren't it shows a need for over fifty spaces, since only a few automobiles 
were parked in the wrong area·for.their sticker. , 
The past week, two students had their cars l,egally parked hi the . 
'lot and unable to use their cars from nine am,until nine pm because ' 
lof the congestion in the parking 'area. 
Ther~has definitelybeenafoul~up in the giving out of "0" area 
stickers. Since the administration is responsible for giving the campus 
police theirallctment of stickers for each area, it seems they must take 
the blame. How do they expect over fifty cars to park in a lot which has a 
capacity for twenty·seven automobiles? Is this another incident where 
the administration is showing the students at the Great Hill Residence 
. how little regard they have for them? The "0" area parking lot situation 
must be better taken care of or more problems will surely develop as time 
goes on. . 
INNERVISION OPTICAL 
Offers a great selection' of Best 
Quality eyewear· at 
15% off! 
to allBSC students, faculty and staff 
(with 10) 
Special.during September & ,October: 
Free T-Shirt w.ith a complete pairo!eyeglasses! 
Telephone 691-·8631 
Bridgewaterdeliueryonly 
Innervision N INNERVISION. (5PTICAL 
Stonehill Plaza 
1285 Belmont· Street 
Brockton 
Field Hockey 
The 1977 Bridgewater State College field 
hockey team has officially opened their 
· season with a· double victory over Bo~ton 
·eollege. 
Returning varsity coach is Linda Sears, 
who is assisted this year by J. V. coach, Pam 
Rossi. Ms. Rossi, a graduate from 
Northeastern University in 1975, is a physical 
education teacher in the North Attleboro 
school system. Ms. Sears, who led the varsity 
team to a 4-5 record last year, expects to have' . 
a stronger squad this season due to the retur1l:~,;', 
of 17 veteran players. Led by senior tri-
captains Carol Bolduc, Debbie Sampson, and 
Sue Waletkus, the team's goal is to win 80% of 
the scheduled games in order to participate in 
the Eastern Regional Tournament in 
November. 
Along with the tri-captains, returning 
players for the 13 game schedule are seniors 
Linda Quintiliani and Cheryl St. Onge, juniors 
Debbie Draper, Erin Egan, Donna McGilvary 
and ~ecky Welch, sophomores Sandy 
Buscemi, Debbie Hill, Sara Hoague, Paula 
Hutch, Gale MacAuley, Carrie O'Donnell, 
Cheryl Patterson and Sharon Rogerson. New 
· players for this year include sophomores 
Debbie Hutchinson, June McLaughlin and 
Barbara Sarno, freshmen Kathy Boggan; 
· Kathy Bush, Michelle Demers, Sally Dodge, 
I Jackie Fay, Helen Garber, Robin Holden, 
Judy Ide, Cheryl Jackson, Beth Latessa, 
· Cathy MacAllion, Cheryl Mesheau, Karen 
Pignataro, Claudia Reed and Lisa Vallincourt. 
BSC opened' their season last Thrusday 
against Boston College. In the varsity game, 
Bridgewater found themselfs having trouble 
working together as a unit by being 
overpowered by the offense. This. resulted in 
a 1-0 lead in favor of B.C. but this goal 
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Rallies to Win 
triggered Bridgewater into putting it together 
as a team and from then on, BSe took control 
of the game and led at halftime 2-1. The first 2 
goals were scored by left inner Carol Bolduc 
and center Erin Egan respectively. 
The· 2nd half showed BSe playing as a 
powerful offensive team sc6ringin the 
opening minutes of the half by left wing Sue 
Waletkus, making the score 3-1. Boston 
College came back and scored 2 unanswered 
goals, one resulting from a penalty shot, 
which !ti~d the gaThe: M3. With apprmt1frlately 
5 minutes left in the game, Erin Egan scored 
her· 2nd goal of the game, by deflecting a 
centering pass.in the lower left corner of the 
cage. This proved to be the winning goal even 
though Boston College threatened to tie the 
game in the final minutes. Final score: 
Bridgewater 4 - Boston College 3. 
In the Junior Varsity game, BSC proved. 
again to be unbeatable by defeating Boston 
College's J. V. team by a score of 2-1. Scoring 
for Bridgewater was Jackie Fay and Lisa 
Vallincourt. 
, BSC will be traveling to URIan SaL Oct. 1 
with the varsity game starting at 1:00. The 
next-home game will be on Tuesday Oct. 4 
against Providence College. All home games 
are played at the field hockey field in front of 
Gr~at Hill, any and all support will be greatly 
appreciatedl 
"PUSH-INS"-Congratulations to 1st year 
J.V. coach Pam Rossi, who won her 1st 
intercollegiate field hockey game against Be. 
Cheryl Mesheau has been voted "Animal 
Farm" winner of the year for her excellent 
animal imitation. And finany, God must be on 
the same side as the players for it seems that 
those "fun" Saturday practices are constantly 
being rained out. YEAH n 
Cheryl Patterson assists Cheryl St Qnge 
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Soccer 
by Joe Lupica 
Bears '. Swat Maritime 
another court to play their match. Rich was 
victorious(6·1,6-0)in the fourth singles. 
Think you can stop the 
tight end of the 
New England 
Patriots? 
The Bric;€\,\:ater soccer team lost The trip to Cape Cod was very productive position . while Joe (playing 5th singles) 
a heartbreaker to the Boston State for the BSe netmen as they blanked the downed his opppnent (6-1,6-1). Sixth singles 
Warriors last week byascoreof2-1. Mass. Maritime Buccaneers 9-0 in their player Gienn Gerenard also had an easy time 
The Bears dominated the first half of seasons opener. Bridgewater was in complete of it as he rolled by his opponent in straight 
game play by drilling fourteen shots control throughout the day against the highly sets (6-1,6-3). .,.. . -----------------------
on net. Joe Q'Halloran, Joe Lupica, ratedMass. Maritime squad. The match took In d~ubles actl.on , Bob Harnngton cu:d 
Bob Goodwin, captain Gary Muello, place at Bourne High School and the weather Tom N leva combmed for a first .doubles wm 
and Tony Cardoza all had scoring was cert~inlY cond.uive to tennis. Bo~rne has by the score of (6-1,4-6,6-2). ThiS wasby far 
opportunities, yet at the half, the a reputation for bemg very raw and wmdy, so the ?~st ma~ch of the day. ~ecause the Mass. 
game remained scoreless. the team was fortunate to have a good day to MantIme umt was competIbvethroughout the 
Bears Slip by FSC 
Tony Cardoza got the Bears play. match,. causing it to ~o the tnree sets. Joe ------------------------
rolling early in the second half of Tom Nieva and Capt~in Bob Harrington SkoWYJa and Do~g MIidram ~on the second by Jim Billings 
the game on a fine individual effort. quickly disposed of theIr opponents. Tom, d<;>ubles match (6 1,6-3) and Kim Goodue and The Bears were· . able to fight off the bad 
Cordozza dribbled past four Boston playing first singles, bested his opponentby R~ch. A~ew. completed the afternoon by weather and their opponents Saturday as 
defenders leaving him one on one the score of 6-2,6-0.Bob, playing second winning In thIrd doubles (6-4,6-~~: they beat Framingham State by a score of 3-0. 
with the Warrior goalie. With a lot of singles. also had little trouble with his . It was obvious that !"1ass. Mantime was one Framingham has a fine defensive ball 
fancy footwork. Tony scored opponent as he used a strong serve and volley of the weaker teams In t~e league and should c1ub,but their offensive team has been shut 
unassisted giving the Bears a 1-0 game in a 6-1.6-1 victory. Each match lasted not be compared to the hkesofaSalemState out so far for this season. Framingham 
lead. bareJy one hour. or Worcester. The Bears will.have to stay dropped their opener to New Haven by a 
BSC continued the pressure on Third singles player Joe Reagan had a s~arp th~oughout the season I.f they are to score of 3-0 and,as you can see,history has 
the Warrior goalie but could not tougher time with his opponentthan the score tnl:lmph mthese tough upcoming m~tc~es. repeated itself. 
seem tp pull him from position. As it (6-3,6-0(indicated. Joe's steadiness and Rain canceled the teams western sWing t.o Al Colarusso was the leading ground gainer 
happens many times in soccer, the quickness enabled him to wear down a tough WestfieldState an~ North Adams State thiS for the Bears,with a total of 42 'Yards in 20 
team who puts on the most pressure Maritime opponent who had some good past weekend. It IS not known when these carries. Matthew Wojciechowski supplied 30 
does not score, will sooner ·or later shots, but couldn'tconsistently win the big matches will b~ made up. The next two yards in 7 carries. The team total of 88 yards is 
be victimized by a fast break. This points. Meanwhile, Rich Agnew and Joe matches (Frammgham State, Saturday 2:00 an improvement over last week's statistics. 
happened to the Bears with McDernott had to travel a couple of miles to "Ind Salem State Monday at home. Bill Armstrong completed one pass good for 
approximately 20 minutes 27 yards to Larry Benninger. 
remainingin game time,Boston's It was Ernie Branco who made good on one 
centerforward broke up the field on Vol) eyb all Seas 0 n Be gt-ns of two 40 yard field goals 5 minutes before the 
a partial breakaway and picked up half,which clinched the victory for 
the ball past BSC's goalie, Oris Bridgewater; 
Carvahlo. Carvahlo never had The Bears' defense was able to contain 
a chance to protect the net The Framingham during the second half of the 
Bears continued putting pressure The Women's Volleyball Team will begin players are: Gayle Cameron, Weymouth, game, allowing for a total of 11 first downs for 
on the Warrior defense but could their 1977-78 season on Friday night, . Mary Delorey, Dorchester, Terry Guerin, the game. Tim Hickey intercepted a Kezer 
not come up with a goal. The score Sept.30th at U.Mass. in Amherst. The Essex, Maura Hawkins, Roslindale, Carolyn pass and carried it 26 yards. Tim's brother 
at the end ofthe regulation time was women's team is coached this year by Mr. Hechler, Bellingham, Ruth Jameson, David did a great job in the kicking 
1-1. Ronald Manoogian, an undergraduate Dorchester, Kim Lingren, Norwood, Chris department,averaging 36 yards per punt in 10· 
In division 3 soccer, the rules student at Boston University studying for Prendiville, Dorchester, Wendy Taylor, attempts. 
state that at the end of regulation his engineering degree. Mr. Manoogian has Hamilton, and Jane Urbanski, Salem. In penalties Bridgewater was brought back 
time, ifthe score is tied, 2-10 minute also received a degree from Northeastern New members of the squad this year are: for a total of 85 yards opposed to 
overtime. Halfway through the University where he majored 1n Physical Diana Andrews, Brockton, Lorraine Framingham's 3 penalties for a total of 20 
second overtime, it appeared that Education. He has a wide range of Bogosian, Waltham, Patty Brown, yards. 
BSC had . .-scoredt However the volleyball experience including starting the Framingham, Eileen Buckley, Chelmsford, Final score Bridgewater 3-Framingham O. 
official c1aimed that a plal'er had Men's Volleyball Team at Northeastern. Kathy Corliss, Waltham, Mary Crawford, This week's game against Maine Maritime will 
beenoffside(actua\ly .. ,~ .• Boston Comrru~nting on th~$ year's team, Mr. Auburn, Maureen Dermody, Taunton, Robin be played at home. Game. time is 1:30 at 
State goalie hciCl touched the ball Manoogiansaid,"T was very impressed with Galltreau, BelJinghan, Lauren Mosher, Swenson Field. fts Parents' Day for the 
thereby nullifying offside). The goa! the number of girls that came out and Chelmsford, Susan Murphy, Cambridge. Liz players and the Bears are looking forward to a 
did not count, disappointing the stayed out for the team this year." He also Pitts, Leominster, Karen Regan, Lynn, Cathy large crowd. Maine Maritime is coming off a 
Bears team. The referee's call fired stated, 'There has been a big improvement Spillane, Brookline, and Karen Wilson of 42-15 win over New Haven. 
up the Boston team,who, to add in the women's skills just in the last three Harvard. If good weather conditions prevail,it should 
insult to injury, promptly scored. weeks." Both Coach Manoogian and the team are be a good defensive match-up,unlike the 
Bridgewater tried its hardest, with Coach Manoogian is being assisted this looking forward to a successful season. The previous two games. Our offensive can score 
only 3 minuteslefttoeven the score, year by freshman Jon Crockett. Crockett, women will host their first hOJil1e game on the· points and our defense can contain 
but Boston State held onfo win 2-1. oeing very skilled in volleyball, hopes to start a; October 4 at 6:00pm. It will bea tn-match with Maritime' enough to enable a 17-14 victory. 
The Bears outshot the Warrior~s men's team here at Bridgewater in the future. Northeastern University and Boston GoodluckBears,I'msureyou11 have plenty 
25-8, but could ~ not seem to The 1977-78 Volleyball Team's returning University.GOOD LUCK GIRLS! of parent-student support on Saturday. 
capitalize on their breaks to put the 
ball in the opponet's net. 
Horace Carvalho led the defense, 
with several saves in the net. He was 
helped with the great effort of John 
Hibert,Neil Carey. captain Russ 
Denver, John Macksey, and Bill 
Lindquist. . 
The Bears' next game will be on 
the home field Saturday, October 1, 
vs. St. Francis College. Come out 
and support your team! 
Special thanks to Lois Lindquist 
and Maureen Sullivan for·' their 
contributions to this article. 
THE SPORTS EDITOR 
Get Involved ! 
Class of '79 
Give BLOOD 
It could mean 
someone's LIFE! 
r------------------~------~--------------------------~--~--~ .... 
IWRAN:Wsl I t I On Thursday morning, B ~ Sept.22, the W.R.A. held its S 
~ annual coffee hour in the Rat. 
~ All w9men on campus were 
~ invited to attend. Karen I WiIson,.Ellen Jalbert and Sally 
A B Dodge were this years winners b ~ ~ l' t?\ ti of the door prizes which . . ~tl 0 r IJ; re -1" 0 I 1-) 1- t I entitled them tol/2 gallon of ~rnon~ rer 1on§1 FFr~enddllY:s Ice .Cf·.ream, a rlen y s certl Icate or 
po s tc a r d s. T han k s t·o O t b 11 '''' 7' 3D ~ § everyone who came and made .... (0· ~ r ,. t· P-" f.. § it a record turn out. Hopeto ~ /':\ II ~::n~fU at other' W.RA 11 (2., 1-" ~ I Keep your.eyes open § 1 e.1 '1 ~ m oc> I ~:::.ture W.RAand M.A.A. I 
.~ II ~1_ ~."..r> J I HARRY A. LEHMANN I 
--J ~ e. _.11 ~ :::-" l" n "" ,~ . I Director of Athletics I 
-- J -- ~ __ .. _.__ . §, DR. REGINA GlOSS ... ~ 
- ........ --------......... ;..;...;; ....;. .... ~'.·r I~~.'. ~ ,/(::oonJinotor ~f W('nnen·s.~~h~~ti<~. . "~~~~...ac.~~Vb~~ 
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Speakers t,o Inform 
Children's Clinic 
The Children's Physical Develop-
mental Clinic of Bridgewater State 
College, which offers a unique program 
of developmental physical and mater 
activities for area special needs children 
through Saturday morning dinic 
sessions, begins its first Clinic this fall on 
Saturday morning, October ist. 
Dr. Joseph Huber, Director of the 
Children's Clinic, has announced that a 
number of intersting guest speakers 
representing allied medical fields will be 
on hand prior to each two-hour Clinic 
session to share their expertise with the 
seventy-five sse students who serve as 
volunteer clinicians, and who work with 
the children who are enrolled. 
Dr. Huber says that any interested 
students , professors,p_arents, or other 
persons are invited to attend the 
speakers' program, which is held at 8:00 
a.m. in the college's Kelly Gymnasium, 
prior to the start of the actual Clinic 
Session at 9:00 a.m. 
On October 1 the guest speaker will be 
Dr. Clifford Craig, an orthopedic 
surgeon at New England Medical Center 
and Lakeville Hospital. He will give an 
overview of hemophilia and juvenile 
rheumatoid arthritis. 
On October 8, the speaker will be 
Larry Burchine,speech pathologist and 
past president of the New England 
Handicapped Sportsmen Association. 
He will talk on physically handicapped 
activities in sports. 
On October 15, Richard Crisafulli, 
Director of Physical Education and 
Recreation at St. Colett's School in 
Braintree, will talkon, "A look at physical 
From Bear to Viking 
education programs in the years to 
come." 
On October 22, Michael Rosenfeld, a 
Concord, Ma., architect, will discuss the 
role of the planner, designer, and 
Bear's athletic trainer, Bill Bulloch, will 
soon be leaving SSC to take an opening as 
trainer for Salem State College. 
Bill, agraduate of Plymouth State College 
Education. He then traveled to Indiana 
University where he received a Master's 
degree in Physical Education with emphasis in 
Athletic- Training. ' 
It was at Bridgewater that Bill, along with 
coach Ed Braun, formulated the athletic 
. training curriculum, now in effect. For the 
past two years Bill could be found teaching a 
D.C.E. Athletic Training course in the 
evenings. 
For the- student's at Bridgewater, in 
particular. our athletes, Bill's services have 
been a vital part of the performances on the 
playing field. For a number of Physical 
Education majors Bill's ability to instruct his architect in meeting the motor 
students has given those interested in an development needs of special children. 
athletic training career a chance to work On October 29, speakers Patricia 
along with our teams. AU of these people Bausemer, Joann Driscoll, Beverly-
-'..,1111 •••• ~1I~.~;j •••••• Graham, of the Federation for Children 
... ~~~~!~ 
Bill's new position at Salem State is similar 
to his job at Bridgewater although the faclities 
are different. At BSC· Bill WQS paid out of 
student funds from our athletic fee as well as 
the health fee. At Salem he will be paid 
through the state which will include benefits 
of a future pension. 
While working at Salem State; Bill and his 
wife Linda will be residing in the town of 
Salem. 
All of the Bridgewater community ; stud-
ents, athletes, and faculty wish Bill and his 
wife the VERY BEST for the future. 
"Overwiewof the. of '. parents 
regarding the education of their special 
needs child. 
The final fall Clinic speaker will appear 
on November 5, when Edward Jones, 
director of physical education for the 
Needham , Ma. YMCA, will talk on the 
subject of the "Y's new commitment to 





invites BSC students to try their :Ham & 
Cheese . Sandwich, Roast Beef on Roll 
89¢,Submarine Sandwich:€s, Meatballs, 
Spaghetti Sauce and Cold Cuts. 
SPECIAL!! 
10% off on a minimum $5.00 
purchase of cold cuts!! 
Angelo's Nationwide is located in 
Bridgewater Center near Bridgewater 
1 Savings Bank 
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-----Announcements----
STUDENT TEACHING 
Students wishing to undertake Off-Campus Student Teaching during the second semester of academic 1977-78 who have not yet filed their Off-Campus Student Teaching Application forms must do so by Monday. October 3. 
Majors in Early Childhood Education, Elementary Education, Health 
and Physical Education, and Special Education are to secure their 
application forms from and return them to their respective departmental Chairpersons by the aforementioned due date. Minors in Secondary Education are to secure their applications from and return them to the Secondary Education department Chairman by October 3, also. Students may undertake student teaching only if they have met all Selective Retention' criteria arid have been admitted to a Teacher Preparation Program. ;'-' ", 
TB CLINIC 
College Health Services will be holding a TB Clinic for Mantoux Test for 
anyone on campus between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. in Tillinghast Hall on Friday, September 30th. 
TAUNTON STATE HOSPITAL NEEDS VOLUNTEERSl You can help make someone's life a little brighter and your own a lot fuller. 
u ever felt no one was there to listen? Well, that's how most of our clients fee1. They are so often forgotten by family and friends and most of the 
time by us, the community. 
So, if you feel you can spare some of your time, remember OUR FORGOTTEN PEOPLE. For more information, please feel free to 
contact us at 824-2751, ext. 194. 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE 
There is still plenty of room for additional help, zest, and ideas for the Fall 
'77 Homecoming Committee. Weekly meetings are Monday at 3:30 in S.U. Room 4. For additional information, contact Carol Hamilton, Chairperson of the committee. 
FREE LECTURE 
The Maxwell Library and the Student Library Committee of Bridgewater State College will co-sponsor a public lecture by Dr. Gutala Krishnamurti at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, October 6, in the Library Lecture Hall. 
Dr. Krishnamurti's topic will be English literature of the 1890's, a period which includes such authors as Oscar Wilde, Aubrey Beardsley, 
and Francis Thompson, a subject on which the ledureris an internationally-recognized authority. ... . .' 
There will be no admission to the lecture and'}t ~i11 be followed by a 
reception iJ\the third floor exhibit area of the library. 
.. ' Dr. Krishnamurtiisa former Bridgewater·fa(;ulty.~¢mber. While at 
the coilege, he mounted an exhibit of manuscripts, pictures, and books 
of the 1890's .. ",hich attracted worldwide attention and was later repeated in London, where he is now living and is active in the affairs of the 1890's Society, of which he is the founder and present secretary. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB NEWS Any political science major willing to contribute a little time and writing 
skill to the Arena is requested to do so as soon as possible. We need your help if the Arena, our column in THE COMMENT, is to be a success. Interested students may contact Joan Devitt by leaving their name and 
campus address or telephone number in the mailbox inside the Sl! Info Booth or at the Political Science Department office near room 215 In the Library. Your help would be greatly appreciated. 
PUBLIC WATER QUA!-ITY WORKSHOPS 
The Old Colony Planning Council is conducting an areawide water quality study. This study is funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (P.L. 92-500) Section 208. The communities being studied in our area are: Abington, Avon, Bridgewater, Brockton, East Bridgewater, Easton, Hanson, Pembroke, West Bridgewater, and Whitman. In order to insure maximum public involvement, workshops are being held in each of these communities during the month of October. These 
workshops will be open to all residents from their respective city and towns. In these meetings, water quality problems found in each 
community wiH be summarized, the possible alternative solutions for these problems will be reviewed, and the solutions recommended by the 208 staff will be presented. Comments and opinions from the public on the recommended solutions will be incorporated into the final plan so that it is important that· as many people as possible attend these 
meetings. 
PUBLIC WORKSHOP SCHEDULE 
Abington--Thur~day, October 27--7:30 p.m. in the town offices Avon--Tuesday, October 25--7:30 p.m, in the town offices Bridgewater--Thursday, Odober 13--7:30 p.m. in the Academy Building 
Brockton·-Monday, October 17--7:30 p.m. in the Main Bral)chLibrary East Bridgewater--Tuesday, October 18--7:30 p:m. in the Middle School Cafeteria 
Easton-·Wednesday, Oct. 19--7:30 p.m.--in the Tufts Room,Town Offices' 
Hanson--Wednesday, Oct. .12--7:30 p.rn,in the Indian Head School 
cafeteria 
Pembroke--Monday, Oct.24--7~30 p.m. in the T oyvn Hall Meeting Room West Bridgewater--Tuesday,October 11--7:30 p,m. in the Town Offices 
Whitman--Thursday. October 20.~7;30p,t:n~ in the 
AIiCollege,.&mmitte,;s:,made up-of students 
and Facufry 
Purpose-advise & form campus policy 
If you would like to get involved in one 0/ these committees- Contact: President. Joe 
Lamothe. in the. SGA offite( Union 2nd floor) 
. Avail'ableComrnittee Positions: 
Athl"eti(; Fee Educational Services 
Pevelopmel1talSk'ilis .. ' . ,AthleticPolici~s . . 
HonorsAdvanced:P'Qcement 'BookstoreAdvisory 
Libr.Clry ., C(unp.us:.D~tJC!'oJ)m~"t.,<,>F oodServices' ;Recruitment"Admi~si()ns,. &'Financia I' Aid Under!JraduateC1.l;rri~ul~,qt> :JElec,tio,ns ... . .. ... .... .. Also. Nee:ded:Chairman-F oodServicesCQmittee 
Executive Advisor . Publicity (]hairman 






Four SGA Senators 
Sophomore Class 
President 
Assistant Treasurer For theSGA 
(not open to seniors) 
All papers must be. returned to.the SGA Offices. 
Topflo()roftheStqqent{)n~Oy!,byFrldaJl October 7th, 
. .. . Ppimary-OCtober 14th . . 
, Election-October '19th 
. For further information contact the 
Student·' Gbvel'nment:· 'Associ~tion 
Top. Floor Student Union, 'or call ex. 421, 422 
Dick. 
Flavin 
"I don't tell jokes,) just 
report facts!" 
All' are invited! A 
reception will foH()w: 
Sponsored by the 
Political Science Club 
r'~""!""" .... u·······j\···SEMINAR···O!V:··························~ 
• 





• ~ Where and How Ii .. 
. : Oct.4th 1 I:OOa.rn. - 12:00.p.m. : • 
• 
-: SU 206, 207' : • 
• : prese,ntedby: : • 
• 
• 
• i Office of Student Life ~ • 
• ~ S"GA Career E"ploration ~ f..... ..... ............. ...... . .. Center ... .. i . ~'."~.' •••• , ......... -••••• '...... '....................................................................................................... II •• ~ ........ .. 
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ENSEMBLE THEATRE 
Join us.in our 20th Anniversary Celebration 
1957-58--1977-78 
1958-1959 











Our Town by Thornton Wilder 
January Thaw by William Roos 
A~ Evening 0/ Comedy (Our first musical!) by 
George Kauff~n 
She Stoops to Conquer by Oliver Goldsmith 
. Three to One by Nancy Hamilton' 
Presenting Judy Borne (Original) 
John J:Jrown's Body by Stephen Vincent Benet 
Hit the Deck by Fields and You.tpans 
Blythe Spirit by Noel Coward 
Kiss Me Kate:! by Cole Porter and Bella SDewaH 
Stage Door by Ferber and Kauffman 
Where's Charlie? by Abbott and Loesser 
The Lottery; Sorry, Wrong Number;andRed 
Carnations 
G hosts by Ibsen 
Call Me Madam by Irving Berlin 
One Red Rose by Mary Olive O'Connell 
Androcles and the Lion by G. B .. Shaw 
The Fire Bugs by Mordecai Gorlick 
The Boy Friend by Sandy Wilson 
The Crucible by Arthur Miller 
Three to On~ byN ancy Hamilton 
Medea by Euripides 
Once Upon a Mattress by Barer and Rodgers 
The Browning Ver:~ion and The Sausage Makers 
Interlude 
Three Sisters by Anton Chekhov 
Funny Girl by Styne 
The World of Carl Sandburg by Norman 
Corwin 
. ~ack by Ionesco. and The American Dream by 
Albee 
Our Town by Thornton Wilder 
Brigadoon by Lerner and Lowe 
Clerambard by Ayme· ,_'., .. , . +~ ; ; 
Rapunzel and the Witch (Children'~·Theatre) 
The Taming of the· Shrew by Shakespeare 
Johnny Johnson, by Weill and Green 
Androdes and the Lion (Children's Theatre 










The Time of Your Life (Our final production 
in Horace 
Mann Auditorium) 
The Beaux Stratagem (Our first production 
the S.U. Auditorium) I 
Oklahoma! by Rodgers and Hammerstein 
A Horse of a Diffrent Color-
Fiddler on the Roo/by Bock and Harnick 
Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp 
Six Characters in Search of an Author 
Lysistrata by Aristophanes 
Alice in Wonderland (Children's Theatre) 
Macbeth by Shakespeare 
America: a Family Portrait 
Happy Journey 
Something I'll Tell You on Tuesday 
The Way Back Home 
Beauty and the Beast (Children's Theatre) 
Carnival!. by Stewart and Merrill 
A Man for All Seasons by Robert Bolt 
We Have Always Lived in the Castle 
The Wind in the Willows (Children's Theatre) 
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum by Sondheim 
J. B. by Archibald MacLeish 
King Cole and the Country Witches 
The Apple Tree by Bock and Harnick 
... "" .... ·r ... Night by Shakespeare 
Hello,· Dolly! bySfewart and Herman 
Moon'children by Michael WelJer 
ETC! (Children's Theatre) 
Ah! Wilderness by EugeneO'N eilJ 
Canterbury Tales by Coghill, HilI, 
and Hawkins 
Eleanor by Jerome Coopersmith· 
(a world premier) 
The Great Cross Country Race 
(Children's Theatre 
An Evening of English Farce: 
The Real Inspector Hound by Tom Stoppard 
Black Comedy by Peter Shaeffer . 
and our upcoming 20th anniVersary productions: 
. Girl Crazy by George and Ira Gershwin 
, (October 20-22~ .. 8:00 p.m.) 
. The Skin of Our Teeth by Thornton Wilder 
(December 1-3~-8:00 p.m.) 
The Moon Heist (Children's Theatre) 
(March 9-15) 
An Experimental Theatre Play 
(TBA, May 4-6--8:00 p.m.) 
GIRL CRAZY, the classic Gershwin musical comedy which includes the 
memorable tunes of "I Got Rhythm," "Embraceable You," "Strike Up , 
the Band," and "But Not for Me," will be having a special Dinner Theatre 
·sponsored by the Alumni Association on Saturday, October 22, only. 
Information' can be· obtained at Extension 295. 
ALL OTHER INFORMA nON concerning Season Passes to this year's 
performances, as well as info~rnation concerning individual ticket,S for 
the shows, can be obtained at Extension 247. . 
THIS IS a special invitation to all the faculty ~ staff and students of 
Bridgewater State College to join in on the fun and entertainment! Our 
20th year is your 20th year! Don't miss it!, 
-'I 
" \ ... .(! .i,~,~,t 
" 41 I" ·t j ... 4· <I i,) ,f (." )$. 'j),. II jI f q '. -II f " t II at (.:' /I. «; '.' b' ( .1 .• ",« r I II • f :. 'Ii'» 14' n ~~'II i !. .' •• 11:. I' 'I ~ t t. ~'.iI .iI ~ t",! •• ,1I .; .. 41",J!. ~ , .. 'I.' lJIolI C: 1< ~Ht,'-t' "~11II.1! " It;, ~) ~'* ~ 
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TheArts.~ .. 
Geils Concert Review 
by Doug. Schorr 
"Geils," formerly known as the J. 
Geils Band, celebrated their lOth 
anniversary together by performing 
at the Music Hall last week, as only 
Geils can. "Nothing But a 
Party,"which concluded the first set 
could also sum up the conce rt. The 
party was complete with bottles of 
champagne finding their way into 
the hands of the audience, courtesy 
of Peter Wolf. Faye Dunawaye, 
Peter's wife, could be seen in the 
front row of the audience, joining in 
the celebration. 
The group performed material 
ranging from their first hit,"Lookin 
For A Love" to their current 
album,"Monkey Island." "Monkey 
Island" is an album of transition for 
Geils. It's more laid back than any 
album to date and it features the 
band playing jazz at the beginning of t~e ~itle cut. Can you imagine Geils 
playmg jazz, and doing it well?Who 
could foresee Magic Dick wailing jazz on his blues harp? Geils has 
matured in their last decade 
together and if can be clearly shown 
on their new album. 
Geils opened their show with 
"Detroit Breakdown," a foot-
stomping rythym and blues number 
complete with audience ' 
participation at its conclusion. From 
there, there was no stopping Geils. 
. Peter Wolf, their lyricist and lead 
singer, had the audience in his 
control for the remainder of the 
evening. Wolf's hoarse-throated 
vocals and constant movement on 
the· stage had the concert·goers 
clamoring for more. 
Magic Dick was not to be denied 
either. Attired in a black-and·white 
silk jumpsuit, Dick blew the 
harmonica and blues harp like new 
life had entered him. "Whammer 
Jammer" which featured him as a 
soloist was one of the highlights of 
the evening. 
The namesake and lead guitarist 
of the band, J. Geils was in his usual 
excellent form. Geils and Dick 
imitated each other's solos on their 
respective instruments, and both 
seemed to compete with each other 
to see who would win the Battle of 
the Solos. It would have to be a draw 
because of the master musicianship 
of both. 
Three encores were necessary to 
satisfy the legion of Geils fans at the 
Music Hall. It was ironic what the 
band picked as their selection for 
thefinal number of the third 
encore,"First I Look At the Purse." 
In the song, Peter sings, "1 want me a 
cad want to look like a Hollywood 
star. I want your money, naby." 
If only Peter's wife, Faye knew 
about this song. What would she 
think? Perhaps she'd realize that 
rock musicians do "Surrender". 
Paul Rahilly Exhibition 
The figurative paintings of Paul College of Art, Emmanuel College, Rahilly, a Lexington (Mass.) the Brockton Art Center Fuller 
resident, will inaugurate the 1977-78 Memorial, and the N~tioinal 
exhibition schedule for the Traveling Show of the American Bridgewater State College art,· Watercolor Society. gallery. Mr. Rahilly serves on the Mr. Rahilly has had several one-faculties of Massachusetts College . mar) shows, including those at the 
of Art and Vesper George School of An~over Gallery of Fine Art, the Art, both in Boston. Prior to his GuIld of Boston Artists, the present teaching experiences, Mr. Concord Art' Association and the Rahilly had taught at Emmanuel Atlantic Monthly Gallery: He was College (Boston), Brockton Art also invitee! to show at the Center, and the Army Education Prestigous Newport Art Associ-Center at Fort Devens. ation's "American Twentieth' Born and raised it1~ Boston, Century Portraits 1901·1967" Massachusetts, Mr. Rahmyreceived including works~,.by Mary Cassatt: his M.F.A. degree in painting from George Luks, ChiJde Hassam, John Massachusetts Co/lege of Art as Sloan, George Bellows, J-(egmafc! well as studying for three years at Marsh, Elaine De Kooning and the Art Students League of New James Wyeth. 
York His undergraduate degree is Among his many awards have from Tufts University in Medford been the Samuel Bloomingdale (Mass.) where he majored in Memorial Award from the American 
mechanical engineering. Watercolor Society, the Krindler Mr. Rahilly's exhibition record is a Purchase Prize and the Julius Allen distinguished one and nqtional in Memqrial Award from the Guild of 
reputation. Notable juried national Boston Artists .. the Paul Puzinas 
shows have.been with the National Me~orial·.Award from the Allied Academy of Design,. the American ArtIsts of America, the Richard Watercolor Society, the Allied Fuller Award and the Samuel Artists of America, and the Armour Award from the Springfield Audubon Artists. Museum Sho\.V. His work is His invitational exhibitions r€pres~nted by.several galeries in include the Boston Museum of Fine the Untted States ?tlchas the Allen Arts, Boston City Hall Gallery Funt G 11· f N· . Bosto ... n Symp. hony· H. all, the·.Boston' . a efleso . ew York City; 
C aAnrdt. the Andover Gallery of Fine . enter fOr the Arts, Massadl1.lsetts 
Done in oil and in watercolor, the 
paintings of Mr. Rahilly primarily 
relate to the human figure, and 
emphasize both high qualities of 





The Bridgewater State College 
Ensemble Theatre would like to 
invite your c1uQ to join us in a Club 
Convention Day. 
The Convention would be a 
workshop - exhibit of all the clubs on 
campus. We would like to expose 
as many students as possible to the 
various clubs and their activities. 
If you are interested please send a 
representative of your club to the 
Student Union greenroom on 
October 11, 1977 at 11 a.m. At that 
time further details of the day will be 
outlined and your club will be able to 
express its ideas and comments 
about the Convention. 
If your club representative will 
attend the meeting or is unable to 




Secretary B.S.C. Ensemble 
Theatre 
SEE FOR YOURSELFI 
We offer one of the' largest selections of designer to 
moderate pr,iced frames in the area! 
* Contact lenses 
* Student discount with 1.0. 
* Prompt, professional ~ervice 
. * Ey~ exams arranged 
Middleboru Medical Center 
339 Centr~ Street 
Middleboro Mass. 
'947-9221 -~~~~~------~~----~ 
Last week, a girl came into the COMMENT office with a problem. She lives on the third floor at Pope Hall and had hung a bathing suit in her 
window to dry. Subsequently, she was told QY the house mother to take it down, because it "reflects on the halJ." Inquiries placed with Miss FitzGerald, Dean of Housing, informed her that the practice was "not 
allowed, but not written down." I spoke with Miss FitzGerald, and as well 
as reiterating the statement of the house mother (the room faces the Science Building), she added that fire regulations prohibited the hanging of things in dorm windows, and that closets were available anyway . When asked if this was part of the dorm regulations, she replied that it 
was not, but that the rule would be added. The situation smacks of nit-picking in my eyes, and I hope that Miss FitzGerald does not hang her 
plants in closets at home. 
English dormice had better keep their eyes open, or they may find . themselves served up with Alice's tea. An English entrepreneur is 
electrocuting, skinnning, cooking and serving dormice to connoisseurs for $25 per mouse. If there are 15 dormice to a pound, that makes dormouse meat, counting the bones, $375 a pound. And you thought the English were having financial problems. 
Joseph Plut, an English professor at Brainerd Community College, Minnesota, is known as the "Mad Hugger"--and he loves it. It seems that Plut subscribes to the theory that people can suffer from "skin hunger ," 
which can be relieved by lots of hugging. 50 Plut hugs everyone--friends, teachers--even his students. The professor claims that hugging each 
student after class has improved his teaching and suggests that hugging become a regular part of American education. Even the grade school bully, he contends, could be helped with a little extra affection. The New York City Police Department was--very briefly--in the pornographic film-making business. The New York Daily News reports that the police, using professional actors and actresses, were producing the dirty movie in an attempt to infiltrate the mob-run porn industry. But before the film was completed, Police Commissioner Michael Codd, declaring himself "morally outraged," ordered it cancelled.· Commissioner Codd was not outraged by the making of the movie itself" 
says the News, but by the fact that the makers of the film let a policeman 
watch while they did their thing. 
The first instant wet T-shirt has hit the market. Wet Wear is the brand pame for T-shirts packaged in w~ter-filled plastic jars. And according to the label, no artificial preservatives are used, and wearing one "shows off yo~r good points." They come in three sizes-·5mall, Medium Small, and X.Tra Small. Wet Wear is a product ()fthe Funny Forum, an Indianapolis 
marketing firm headed by Keith Bratton. Bratton points out that in drought.stricken areas, people can drink their shirts. Other Bratton brainchildren have included Vegetation Conversation, a record of plant talk and Corn of Planty, a hearing aid for plants. Not all of Bratton's past 
efforts have been successful. His Bisontennial Buffalo Chips o'{c'ved a flop. He says they never got 9ff the, ground. (cont. to p. 12) 
JOSHUA at BSC 
The Christian Jazz/Rock/Drama 
Group ... JOSHUA ... wil} be 
'appearing on Wednesday, October 
5, 1977 in the SU Ballroom. The 
concert will begin at 7:30p.m. 
JOSHUA has been performing in 
the New England area for almost six 
years. They playa variety of music 
and candidly disuss how Jesus 
affects their lives. They also write 
and perform skits~ These are short, 
one·act dramatizations of the 
Christian message. 
Tickets are on'sale from 9/21 to 
10/5 across from the Bookstore. 
Prices are $2.00 general admission 
and $1.50 with -a valid BSC 10. 
Concert sponsored by THE 
CARPENTER'S SHOP an Inter-
Denominational Christian 
Fellowship at BSC. . 
Bridgewater Calendar 
September 30 
O~ Frida¥, 30 September, 1977 at 8:30 p.m., Betsy Rose and Kathy Wl~ter Will appear. at th~ ~hameleon Coffeehouse (Olde Methodist ParIsh Center)·-whlte bUlldmg behind Boyden Hall. Admission $100 Refreshments. Sponsored by the Action Center for Women.' .. 
Uctober 5 
A~~~~!O~IJ":;ri!:~~~,t~~?~f~ ~iIl perform in ·~he.Student Union 
the BSe community and 3 doll~rs f r!~ pm. Thj PrtC~ IS one dollar for the Fine Arts Sub-Committee of thO P e gen. ere a pUbl.lc. Sponsored by , e rogram . ommlttee. October 6 
~l ~~e Far EastTRhug company will present an evening otmime €omedy ""'~ T~amk a on ursday~ Oct. 6 in the Horace Mann Auditoriu~ at 7'30 Ipm. IC ets are on sale In front of the be k t Th 
. ~ponsored by Ensemble Theatre. 0 sore. e evening is being 
, October 16 
Opera New England, the Regional 'Development Program of. The 
S
Opera Company of Boston, will presemt The Marrige of Figaro on 
un?ay! October 16th at 8:00 pm at the Brockton High S h I AudItOrium. 
. c 00 
October 18 
The Manuel. Alum Dance Compny will present a lecture/dem~:mstratlon on Tuesday, Oct. 18. 1977 in the S U ~~b-Conostra~tlOt n Rofom
h
· Tphis free prograT? is sponsored by the Fine Art~ mm! ee 0 t e rogram CommIttee Oct~~19 
. T.j; ~anuel AIl;lrrl Dance Company will perform .at Wheaton College . ~n.d e nesday, October 19 at 8:30 pm. Mini buses·will be supph~(fby' .... 





Un Thursday, September 29, at 6 
p.m., the Student Union Program 
Committee will be presenting a 
Spanish Fiesta in the Student Union 
Ballroom. The evening will consist 
of a Mexican dinner'which includes: 
'Gazapucho-Cold Vegetable 
Soup 
Arroz con pollo - chicken and rice 
. Carne Gisada - beef and 
vegetables ' 
Calabacines Rellenos '-' stuffed 
zucchinis 
Ensalada Endaluza c salad with 
,the works 
Nuttilas - type of custard 
Entertainment by a Spanish 
guitarist and Flamenco dancer, both 
p-om Spain, will highlight the 
evening. 
Luisa Maravilla - From Madrid, 
Luisa is one of Spain*s ·fine$t and 
most beautiful flamenco dancers, 
considered by many the leading 
exponent of the pure, traditional 
style ·of -Flamenco dance. Luisa also 
sings, rounding out harmoniously 
their performances to cover all 
aspects of flamenco.' She is fluent in 
English, which she demonstrates to 
good advantage when explaining 
the background and other fine 
points of the dances and songs. ' 
With her marriage to Donn Pohren, 
the couple formed a dance-guitar 
team of rare sensitivity and depth of 
expression. 
Donn Pohren - USA born but 
longtime resident of Spain, Pohren 
is considered the foremost English-
speaking authority on flamenco. In 
Spain he is just as highly regarded. 
His books 'The Art of Flamenco" 
and "Lives and Legends of. 
Flamenco" are acclaimed the 
definitive works on the subject, and 
wer.e honored, together with 
Pohren, with Spanish national 
flamenco awards in 1970. During the 
same year, PohrE?n was elected to 
the prestigious Catedra de 
Flamencologia (Professorate of 
Flamenco,Studies),of Jerez de la 
Frontera, the only non-Spaniard 
ever to be, so honored. Pohren is 
. also a noted flamenco guitarist, 
specializing, in the disappearing old 
school. His meving solos will be 
included among the highlights of 
their £iesta at Bridgewater State 
College. 
The price of the Spanish Fiesta, 
which includes dinner, is as follows: 
$2.50 -Students with meal tickets; 
$3.50- . students without meal 
tickets; $3.75 - general public. 
Coming Events 
in the Rat 
""'~SU Program Committee's 
Entert~t""Sub-Committee is 
1l".",~o'dn8 a wiCtevariety of events 
down in the Rat" either of these 
evenings for dinner or a quick drink. 
Thursday night, October 13, 
be concert in the 
7. to ·11, 'prepare yourself for a 
rowdy, foot-stomping night of good 
Irish music when Uncle Sid and the 
Doherty Sisters perform in the Rat 
once' again. 
On Tuesday, October 11, and 
Monday, October 17 there will be 
entertainment with a folk flavor, in 
the foyer from 11-1 and in the Rat 
from 5-7:30. Day and evening 
students alike might enjoy stoooino 
n 
candlelight, munchies, and disco 
between sets of the band. 
A band in the Rat from 8-12 on 
Friday, October 14, a coffeehouse in 
the Formal Dining Room on the 
18th, and a special Halloween event' 
complete the month of October ~ 
More info on these last three 
events will be in the next issue of the 
COMMENT. 
s. U. Progam Committee 
Presents 
Clock-Work Orange 
Sunday, Oct. 2, 1977 6:30 
Monday, Oct. 3, 1977 12:00 
S. U. Auditorium 
99¢ B.S.C. Community 
from Warner Bros.. 
September 29 1977 THE co~ Ii 
National Theatre of the Deaf: The Company in '?anile" 
National Theatre of the Deaf 
The National Theatre of the Deaf 
finds :it very easy to overcome the 
fancy feathers of Dumas. They took 
the central ideas of the novel and 
. transformed them into a co'medy, 
just as a film director is able to take a 
novel and transform it into a good 
movie. 
Taking care to preserve the 
original color and dash of the novel, 
the NTD has introduced the 
characteristic element' of our time, 
namely, movement. "The Three 
Musketeers" transported via 
into the 20th 
5ensurround. 
"The Three Musketeers'" is a 
milestone production celebrating 
the NTD's 10th 'anniversary and 
their 1977 T any for Theatrical 
Excellence. 
Founded in 1967, the theatre's 
primary purpose was, and is, the 
creation of a new theatre form 
based upon visual language. The 
unimous praise accorded the 
theatre by the national and 
'international press during ints 
previous twenty U-S. tours, two 
Broadway engagements, Asian and 
Austrailian tours, and ten' tours of 
Europe speak eloquently of the 
achievements of this remarkable 
group of actors. 
Ten of the twelve NOT actors are 
deaf. Some of the deaf actors speak; 
all the actors, deaf and hearing, use 
visual language. The troupe's 
unique performance style' blends 
strong and graceful' sign language 
iwith mime, dance, music, and 
'(;simultanious narration and. song. 
'The performance is easily 
understood by all people, hearing 
and deaf. Eighty·five percent of the 
theatre's audience is hearing. They 
are a theatre of the deaf, not for the 
deaf, and are designed to be enjoyed 
by all people. 
The 1977 Fall Tour, which opens 
• October 1 in New London, 
Connecticut, will continue for seven 
, weeks. Other cities on the tour are: 
Norwich, Conn; Bridgewater, Mass; 
Rochester" N.V.; Union, N.J.; 
Gettysburg and UniVersity Park, 
Pa; Culver and Bluffton, Ind; 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Saginaw, Mich; 
Manitowoc, Wisc; Estherville, Rock 
Valley, Cedar Rapids, and Fairfield,' 
Iowa; Kansas City , Ferguson, and 
Maryville, Mo; Edwardsville, lll; 
Lincoln and Omaha, Neb. 
"The. Three Musketeers" is ,the 
NTD's twenty-first major 
production. The group also tours 
the world with the Little Theatres of 
~he Deaf, smaller performing units 
t', t,'th a r, ep,ert, 0, ire de, Sign. e, d" fO.,r YOUn,9 jYeople., and phJldren.., In ,bet\l.ieen 
of the Deat: Paul Johnston;'Joe Sarpy,.Ed 
Waterstreet,Jr. in "Parade" 
tours "the troupe keeps busy with 
television work. They are frequent 
1 performers on '~ESAME STREET, 
and have made numerous specials 
for Dutch, Swedish, and Danish 
television as well as for NBC, CBS, 
and PBS in America. Their most 
recent American specials were for 
CBS ("A Child's Christmas in 
Wales,," co-starring Sir Michael 
Redgrave) and for PBS ("Who 
Know One," a seder in sign 
language). 
The, NTD, which r~ceives basic 
support from the Office of 
Education, Department of Health, 
Education; , and "Welfare, ,i.s. ,em. 
outstanding example of imaginative 
support for the arts, by the United 
States government. Universally 
considered to be in the vanguard of 
, world theatre companies, the NTD 
has represented America in fifteen 
, foreign countries during the past ten 
years. That makes them America's 
most traveled theatre group and the 
unofficial spokesmen fo'rthE 
American theatre in foreign lands. 
The NTD's liThe Thre( 
Musketeers" will be here atBSC ot 
October 5, 1977 at 8:00 p.m. in th. 
S.U. Auditorium. Tickets are $1.01 
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Classi/ieds 
for sale 
Dining table with four chairs-custom made 
pads to protect wood table_ $150 or best offer. 
Call 697-3030 after 4:00. 
76 Toyota Corolla Automatic; 26,000 miles, 
Good Condition, Air Conditioning, 
Steelbelted radials_ CalI 584-5683. Ask for 
Cyndi Good. 
services 
AVON PRODUCTS--cosmetics and jewelery 
available for convenient on-campus delivery. 
For current catalogue or any information, call 
Michael at 878-5370. If no answer, please leave 
message on the recorder. With Avon, you 
never looked so good. 
Peggy: I'm sorry, too. It really was an honest 
mistake .• Just 'cuz you work "behind the 
scenes" doesn't mean you aren't as important 
as the other editors. Bob--I'm sorry you were 
upset. You know no one thinks too weH at four 
in the morning_ Love, Vicki 
Did you know that a bed in Wood flies at 
night?jIt is much more than ahiJarious sight.lIt 
landed on the desk without moving the 
glass./These bunk beds are suc h a pain in the .. 
John: St. Luke's isn't far or hard to find, is it? 
Pink sweaters stand out at night. Middleboro 
cops don't mind U turns. I'm in debt to you for 
life, you do better work than fhe rescue team. 
It wasn't our fault Beef came, we didn't invite 
him. Wanta buy a bus ticket for Middleboro to 
Bridgewater?--Stranded. 
143-333: What can I say that hasn't been said 
or cried over? Nothing really. $0 just let me say 
thank you, I'll always care, and I'm here if you 
need me. Love for ever, One Rose With the 
Comers Turned Up. 
Michelle··thanks for going. But next time don't 
disappear. I get lonely when left alone with the 
papers in front of Tilly. Bob 
Getting married? INVITATIONS, 
ETCETERA provides you with a uniquc 
collection of the fin~st personalized 
invitations, announcements; and 
monogrammed accessories for all occaisons. 
Business and social stationery. Christmas 
cards also available. DISCOUNT. Call Carol--
evenings at 344-9377. Booties--Have you been in any more 
"situations" lately? We've counted three so 
$50.00 FREE JEWELRY for having a Sarah \ far. Have a nice weekepd(don't forget your 
Coventry Jewelry Fashion Show at your home warm mffk}. Love-·"the girls" 
or dorm. It's easy and fun. You just do the 
inviting! For information, call Janet, 843·2093. 
Drummer interested in getting together with 
other musicians, guitarists, bass players, 
organists, etc., to jam and possibly get a band 
organized. Wide span of rock preferred. NO 
DISCO. Contact Michael at 878-5370. See jf 
we can get something going_ 
lost & found 
LOST; A black onyx BSC ring and· a silver 
pinky ring in the ladies' room on the main floor 
of the StudentUnion Building. To whomever 
found them --·WOULD YOU PLEASE 
RETURN THEM?? Don't just keep them, 
please bring them to the COMMENT office or 
lost and found booth in the S.u., no questions 
.• 't'iU .. ~;:.~k~d .. ~ .. i~t~an~y~~.~~~,C?;!<? 
ride/riders 
'Need a ride to school from Vernon St. (off of 
.104). Barb White--388. Vernon St., 
Bridgewater. TeL 697-7660. Or home address-· 




Peggy-·I'm sorry you were left out. I'm sure it 
was an honest mistake. We still love our Office 
Manager. Bob I 
MOCCTB--Our old rooms look like *CX&¢%! 
Will she or will she not go back to the Mad 
Hatter in three weeks? Self-abuse in the 
corner, Robin goes Bridgewater (our new 
movie), War of the World imitations, "i should 
sell myoId ones for beanie-copters!", it's like 
dope, once you try it, it's hard to stop, don't 
you just love getting pinched by S-year-olds 
outside of the union?, how do i get rid of my lab 
partner?, i love to go on dates to the TV 
lounge! Filene's Basement is no longer, our 
neighbors have strange bedfellows and 
strange music--Phantom of the Opera at 3:00 
. a.m.! Nature's own water bed. bye-bye, love, 
the' over-the·hill-gang. 
Muldoon--are you still playing shy? I haven't 
forgotten about you. Still love that bod! The 
Admirer. 
P_F_: You are~n arrogant sonoia b. But we 
tolerate' you . anyway. Keep'3trummin'. An 
equally arrogant person. 
Liz·· You and Mike are together for keeps··ain't 
no stopping you now. Kill me if you can. The 
little jerk. . 
To my big brother·-Oh, honey, honey, what 
will I do when the bandages corne off? Now 
where will Ibe able to express my feelings for 
you? Maybe you could bandage another part 
of your voluptuous bod (hee hee) and we can 
keep the fun corning. Lots of lub, your little 
sister 
To the Crew of the Calypso (May 7): What a 
journey Saturday the 7thl Happy Birthday 
Woodsie and Jim. Russ put on your goggles 
. ,before gOirtg swimming_ Gary, Pete, and Brian 






LOST & FOUND 
RIDE/RIDERS 
O~ER; ________________________ ~ __ ~ ____ ~~ 
Adloreodas/ollows: ___ .:..-__ '---__________ - ____ --'........; __ _ 
-------..,--~----.j 
Classified! are free Jor a/l students 
faculty, stoff, and administration of SSC. 
For all others. rales are '1.50 per column ifICh. 
Name/Phone: ____ ., _________ . __ -------_____ _ 
Address: ______ . 
Total amount enclosed' _ 
,--------.--------.~-----------------------------------------
hope your shooose aren't dirty_ Another 
horror show for Mike. Pigeon your closet is in 
pieces. Capt. Gousto says "I love it." Jim 
how's the wife and kids? Mike how's the bitch? 
Leave the elevator alone Finny. Pete you 
hurdle bushes well, Woodsie was the last 
survivor. So ends another voyage-oVa Baja! 
To the man who has my pantyhose--Thank 
you, thank you-oat least two times. Hope we 
can have many more together. Just keep the 
door locked and let's not get paranoid, o. k.? 
Signed, the girl with the "hairy legs" 
To Diana, the Moon Goddess: Goddess, 
indeed! Show us your moon and let us be the 
judge of the goddess bit. And yes, this school is 
ready for talents like mine. The question is, are 
we ready for yours? 
Bestest Dancer--What is your secret for a wild 
night out? Is it drinking in your room before 
you get to the party or going to the party sober 
and then just dancing all night? The way you lit 
up the dance floor showed me that you 
compromised and did both. Doyou remember 
how you got home that night? Get psyched for 
another party. Uncle Bob 
Donna:-How';~ Saturday night after the Rat? 
Prod1.ktive? Hope it works out. 
Dear Mrs. J .B.--How good was the weekend? 
Whoever heard of Irish·Armenian basketball 
players? Can't say we missed you, Slim, so we 
won't. Jo, .'something slept in your bed, it 
missed you. Felt like getting blown away, but 
couldn't find the hairdryer. Love, M & M and 
the Angel. 
wanted 
Wanted for young girl, dolls made before 1970. 
Please can 587-5294 
Rock group is looking for experienced singer 
with fA system. Must be able to sing hard 
rock,(Boston, Zeppetin), and disco, 
(Fleetwood Mac, Rod Stewart) and must be 
RELIABLE. Randolph Area. Call Jim at, (584-
6810) 
Babysitter needed in Raynham. Varied hours 
during the afternoons and evenings while 1 
attend classes at the college. Call Pat 
Matthews at 824-0909. Wages will be 
discussed. 
GO •.. 
.... __ .L BAN.ANAS! 
ar.::=:::J I H EF UNST 0 R E 
Selling: '" army & navy goods 
• camping supplies 
• work clothes & shoes 
• war surplus 
• jeans tops & more! 
A t crazy discount prices 
go... . 
.... tII~tII~&1 
566 FOREST AVE'. 
BROCKTON,MA 
liiiiiilOpen 9 am - 9 pmfiiiiiiiiil 
Sat 10am-6pm 
next to Brest Auto 





CES WITH SCHOOL 
OR COLLEGE 1.0. 
i········jf)~i··~i··~~iC:~~·······~ 
• • 
: presents : 
• • ~ PHILADELPHIA ~ 
• • i MAGI.C i 
• ~ MULDOON'S ~ 
· ~ • • 
: Thurs. Sept.29 : 
: 105 Copeland St. : 
• • 
: W.Bridgewater : 
: admission $1.00 . : 
:4 pm.- 7 pm. happy houl! 
:door prizes. ~ 
. . .. . . . 
~ .............................•..•...........•. , 
\ ROUNDABOUT (cont. from p. 10) 
If you love Superman and Spiderrnan, you'll be happy to know·:tbatthe 
comic book generation has found a whole new set of heroes--white-collar 
crime fighters. The Wisconsin-based Kitchen Sink Enterprises has just 
introduced Corporate Crime Comics--which tell the story of some of 
America's most infamous white collar crimes, such as the lIT payoffs 
during the Nixon Administration and the Teapot Dome Scandal. The 
comic book was put together by California free-lance artist Leonard 
Rifas, who defines corporate crime as "fraud, pollution, tax evasion, and 
price fixing." White collar crime, he $aYS, "is not the kind of stuff that 
makes you afraid to go out at night, but it can maim or kill you." Rifas 
claims that "corporate crime ... costs Americans an estimated $40·billion 
to $200-billion a year, while all the thieves in the nation steal only $3-
billion a year." In real1ife, few corporate criminals are punished, but they 
all get squashed in Corporate Crime Comics. 
A recent study shows that hospital patients might be better off staying 
at home. The study, performed at Boston City Hospital, found that 11 
per cent of the patients contracted infections in the hospital. The 
infections needed an average of nine days to their hospital stay and 
increased their bills by a total of mor.e than $5-million. 
If you live in the U.S. and you dislike a certain politician you can vote· 
the rascal out of office. If you're of a more daring mind, you can hire 
Yip pie pie-man Aaron Kay to throw a whipped-cream delight in his face. 
But if you live in Sri Lanka, you have yet another choice. For seven 
dollars you can arrange to have the politician burned in effigy. Wall 
posters advertise the service, and it's a real hotbusiness-·esped." 
around election time; 
San Francisco inventor, DuaneHarrington, has recentlY'beer~!lt8nte.d .. 
a U.S. patent for cigarette rolling pap~rs that cont<'lin M huilt-i~r,()~7~ clip.~~ 
"lnstaroach, J as the new product Iscalled,comes-equll1p~ MEl! 1:1 ,-,. -
stainless steel wire, located at the opposite end of the glue on each pj~s;:~ 
of rolling paper. According to the inventors, the wire makesthe paper 
easier to roll, and provides something to hold on to when the cIgarette 
bums down to the last puff or so. What's more, the wire does not get hot, 
so you can't burn your fingers and it is non~polluting. Instaroach, by the 
way, is selling briskly at local head shops for about 55 cents per dozen. 
A major chain of British Columbia pet stores removed all packages of 
Sing-Song birdseed from its display shelves last week after· it was 
suspected that the product contained quantities of high-grade African 
marijuana seeds. One storekeeper said, "We've had a lot of people 
coming into our stores buying packages of Sing-Song who really don't 
look like they own canaries." 
See you ~oundabout. 
Men's IntraDlural Football 
begins week of Oct. 3, 1977. Pick up roster sheets at Intramural 
\bulletin board in Kelly Gym. Rosters must be turned in to 
Recreatipn Coordinator by Wed., Sept. 28, 4:00 p.m. 
go... k-- --------- -- ------ .. -- - -- -- -_ .. ar~t~~~~!r!IUS :. !!New Deadlines!! :. 
566 FOREST AVE; I 
BROCKTON,MA I . I 
...... - ..... Open 9 am - 9 pm ,. I 
Sat10am·6pm :1, I 
nextto Brest Auto . : I THE COMMENT· has put in~o effect new deadlines for I 
. ' : I publicatioTI of· materials. The deadlines, as well as rules for· I· 
-• ~ .•. - - . - ~ - -- - - - - - ~ . - - • - ~ -- ~. .1 submitting classified ads, are posted on bur office door. I 
Contact nearest V A office 
(check your phone book] or 
a local veterans group. 
1 I 
.: Classifieds--12:00 noon on~ Monday : 
.1 preceding next issue. ,I 
New$ Articles;.-12:00 noon on Tuesday. : 
Editorials, Forums, Letters to Ed.· ~6:00 : 
p.m. Tuesday. I 
Advertising .. -6:00 p.m. Mon~ay. . : 
AIl_ School and Club Announcements-~ I 
12:00 noon on Monday. : 
--All deadlines will be en/orc·ed. 
--Exceptions will be made if there is a good reason, such as 
.an event which occurs on Tues. or Wed. 
I 
• I 
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